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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention is aimed to provide a three-dimensional 
marquisette-like knitted fabric that is good in air retainabil 
ity, air and Water conductibility, light transmittance, as Well 
as dimensional stability and shape retainability in the knit 
ting and knitting-Width directions, and in linearity; and has 
unevenness and slippage preventing property on its surface, 
thus being suitable in various uses. To this end, a three 
dimensional marquisette-like structure is made as folloWs. A 
double-Web knitted fabric is made by Warp knitting, and is 
preferably comprised of the front and back mesh Webs (1, 2) 
and connecting yarns (3) passed betWeen the mesh Webs 
alternately. At least one of the mesh Webs (1, 2) has a 
marquisette-like construction formed by the roWs of chain 
stitches (11, 21) and inlay yarn In addition, connecting 
yarns (3) for connecting the mesh Webs (1, 2) is shifted 
knitting-Width-Wise by at least one Wale to be passed as 
slanted at every required course position corresponding to 
the marquisette-like construction of at least one of the mesh 
Webs. 
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FIG. 3 
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FIG. 9 
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FIG. 20 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL MARQUISETTE STYLE 
KNITTED FABRIC 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention relates to a three-dimen 
sional marquisette-like knitted fabric that is formed of 
double Web and has good dimensional stability in knitting 
and WidthWise directions. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0002] Conventionally, a mesh fabric formed of quadran 
gular mesh openings, that is, the marquisette-like knitted 
fabric has been formed by single-Web Weft knitting. The 
single-Web knitted fabric is poor in thickness-Wise dimen 
sional stability and in bulkiness despite of mesh structure. 
Thus, the single-Web knitted fabric has limited uses and is 
not suitable in the ?eld of use Where the thickness or 
three-dimensional structure is required. 

[0003] MeanWhile, three-dimensional nets having three 
dimensional spaces at mesh openings are proposed Which 
are comprised of; front and back mesh Webs; and connecting 
yarns that are alternately passed betWeen the front and back 
mesh Webs in a manner the front and back mesh Webs are 
connected together. Among them are three-dimensional nets 
proposed by the applicant of the present invention. In the 
proposed three-dimensional nets, compressive strength and 
shape retainability are particularly improved (for eXample, 
Japanese Granted Patent No. 2,547,693 and 2,762,052). 

[0004] In the proposed three-dimensional nets, the three 
dimensional mesh spaces are de?ned by cord portions that 
have in themselves open spaces air and Water conductible. 
Thus, the proposed three-dimensional nets are good in air 
conductibility and Water conductibility. Nevertheless, the 
front and back mesh Webs are formed by joining the braids 
continuing in the knitting direction With the braids adjoining 
on the right and left sides alternately. 

[0005] Therefore, the three-dimensional net mentioned 
above requires some treatment for spread-Widening of the 
three-dimensional mesh spaces, such as heat setting after 
knitting that is applied While the net is eXpanded both in the 
knitting and WidthWise directions. Moreover, When the net is 
applied With tension in knitting direction, the three-dimen 
sional mesh spaces are elongated in the knitting direction 
and narroWed in a knitting Width direction, although the net 
has good compressive strength. This is because of such net 
structure the braids formed of one or a plurality of Wales 
continuing in the knitting direction are joined With the 
adjoining braids on the right and left sides alternately. 

[0006] Hence, the proposed three-dimensional net has 
poor dimensional stability in knitting and WidthWise direc 
tions. Therefore, some reinforcer must be accompanied in a 
use Where tensile strength and the dimensional stability both 
in the knitting and WidthWise directions are required. 

[0007] In addition, front and back surfaces of the three 
dimensional net are formed of the planar braids on the front 
and back mesh Webs, Which have little unevenness if any 
thing, and are relatively slippery. Therefore, in some appli 
cation of the three-dimensional nets, the nets have to be 
laminated or composited With non-slippery or rough-sur 
faced materials. 
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[0008] In vieW of the above, the present invention is to 
provide a three-dimensional marquisette-like knitted fabric 
having folloWing advantages—good dimensional stability 
and shape reatainability in the knitting and WidthWise direc 
tions despite of three-dimensional mesh structure; suf?cient 
tensile strength in the knitting and WidthWise directions; 
good linearities in mechanical properties; as Well as other 
features such as air retainability, air conductibility, Water 
conductibility, optical transmittance, transparency and 
bulkiness. The present invention is also to provide a three 
dimensional marquisette-like knitted fabric having features 
related to double-layered or triple layered structure that is 
for eXample formed of natural fabric and synthetic fabric; 
and having unevenness on the surfaces such as to prevent 
slippage; thereby being suitable for variety of applications 
due to such features. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] Athree-dimensional marquisette-like knitted fabric 
made by Warp knitting as a double-Web knitted fabric and 
comprising: front and back mesh Webs; and connecting 
yarns passed alternately betWeen the mesh Webs, at least one 
of said mesh Webs being knitted as a marquisette-like 
structure comprised of; stitch roWs of chain stitches; and 
inlay yarns knitting-Width-Wise inlayed rightWard and left 
Ward alternately into the stitch roW. In other Words, the 
invention encompasses; the knitting fabric in Which both of 
the front and back mesh Webs has a marquisette-like con 
struction; and the knitted fabric in Which one of the mesh 
Webs has a rnarquisette-like g construction and another one 
of the mesh Webs has a net construction or a mesh construc 
tion or the like. 

[0010] The marquisette-like mesh Webs may be fabricated 
as folloWs: shifting inlay yarn that constitute the mesh Web 
traverse-Wise by at least one Wale at the required course 
position in the knitting direction to form quadrangular mesh 
openings as in so-called marquisette construction; in other 
Wise, by shifting the stitch roWs traverse-Wise by at least one 
Wale at the required course position in the knitting direction 
to form mesh openings into a quadrangular shape. In such a 
case, the inlay yarn is recommended to be inlayed traverse 
Wise corresponding to the shifting of the stitch roW. 

[0011] The above-mentioned marquisette-like structure or 
construction may not be limited to the above marquisette 
construction, but fabrics using the marquisette construction 
as a base construction and applied With variations or modi 
?cations, or other fabrics made by quadrangular mesh open 
ings or the like as a base structure and having an appearance 
of marquisette-like may be used. 

[0012] Since the three-dimensional marquisette-like knit 
ted fabric of structures mentioned above according to the 
present invention has a three-dimensional net structure With 
quadrangular mesh openings on at least one of the front and 
back surfaces, it is high in void content, light in Weight, and 
superior in air conductibility or Water conductibility. In 
addition to it, since at least one of the front and back mesh 
Webs is formed into so called marquisette-like structure in 
Which the mesh openings mainly assume a quadrangular 
shape by the stitch roW and inlay yarn, it is moderately 
resilient and tough; and thus even When the other surface has 
other net structures of honeycomb or rhombic shape, it has 
signi?cant tensile strength in the knitting and WidthWise 
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directions, is superior in dimensional stability in the knitting 
and WidthWise directions; and shape retainability can be 
preferably rnaintained. Especially When the front and back 
rnesh Webs are rnarquisette-like knitting construction, the 
dimensional stability in the knitting and WidthWise direc 
tions can be maintained further preferably; and simulta 
neously the knitted fabric being resilient and having body 
may be obtained. 

[0013] The above-mentioned three-dirnensional rnarqui 
sette-like knitted fabric may be fabricated in such a manner 
that; connecting yarns connecting the front and back rnesh 
Webs are shifted traverse-Wise by at least one Wale and 
passed as inclined at every required course position accord 
ing to the rnarquisette-like structure or a net structure such 
as honeycornbed, of the front and back rnesh Webs; thus 
pass-betWeen portions of the connecting yarns are formed 
into a rnarquisette-like structure. 

[0014] In this case, since a three-dimensional rnarquisette 
like structure is formed at betWeen the front and back rnesh 
Webs, the surrounding portion, of the connecting yarn, 
de?ning the three-dimensional quadrangular rnesh openings 
includes inclined-Wise extending connecting yarns not only 
at the portion in the knitting direction along the stitch roW, 
but also at the portion in the knitting-Width direction; and 
thus the entire surrounding portion forms a Wall; thereby 
being superior in shape retainability and compressive 
strength of the entire knitted fabric. 

[0015] It is particularly preferable When the connecting 
yarns are shifting traverse-Wise at every course position 
corresponding to rnarquisette-like knitting construction of at 
least one of the front and back rnesh Webs and fabricated into 
a rnarquisette-like structure corresponding to the rnarqui 
sette-like knitting construction of the mesh Webs. In other 
Words, it is further superior in overall shape retainability or 
compressive strength, and further, in permeability oWing to 
the mesh openings assuming a quadrangular shape, espe 
cially air conductibility, Water conductibility and light trans 
rnittance in the direction approxirnately right angle With 
respect to the surface of the fabric can be preferably main 
tained; and on the other hand, light-shielding effect and 
hiding poWer in the inclined direction increase. 

[0016] In the above-mentioned three-dirnensional rnarqui 
sette knitted fabric, since connecting yarns for connecting 
the front and back rnesh Webs are shifted at a part of or all 
the required course positions, from ?rst Wale of one of the 
mesh Webs to the Wale of the other one that is shifted by at 
least one Wale rightWard or leftWard from the second Wale 
matching the ?rst Wale and passed in the inclined direction; 
the pass-betWeen portions of the connecting yarns can be 
constructed so as to be inclined rightWard and leftWard 
alternately and/or intersected in X-forrn in a staggered 
rnanner. 

[0017] In this case, inside of the quadrangular rnesh open 
ings at all or discretional portions of at least one of the front 
and back rnarquisette-like knitting construction, there are 
inclined-Wise pass-betWeen portions of the connecting 
yarns. Therefore, the portion extending in the knitting direc 
tion among the surrounding or de?ning portions of the mesh 
openings can be prevented from collapsing in the knitting 
Width direction; thereby improving the dimensional stability 
in the knitting and WidthWise directions, increasing shape 
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retainability, compressive strength and stability in thickness 
of the entire knitted fabric, and exhibiting good ?ltering 
effect. 

[0018] In addition, When the connecting yarn is passed 
inclined-Wise as mentioned above, it is possible to construct 
the fabric in such a manner that; at least at a part of the front 
and back rnesh Webs, there is no portion in Which the 
connecting yarn is passed at a right angle betWeen the front 
and back rnesh Webs; or that no connecting yarn is passed 
betWeen the stitch roWs on the inter-Web-Wise opposed 
Wales on the front and back rnesh Webs. It is also possible 
to pass the connecting yarns every feW courses inclined-Wise 
so that the portion in Which the connecting yarns are passed 
at a right angle With respect to the right and left rnesh Webs 
and the portion in Which the connecting yarn is passed 
inclined-Wise With respect thereto are mixed. The position 
Where the connecting yarn is passed in the inclined direction 
can be determined arbitrary. 

[0019] In the present invention, a three-dimensional rnar 
quisette-like knitted fabric mentioned above may be con 
structed in such a manner that some of the stitch roWs on at 
least one of the front and back rnesh Webs are not connected 
by the connecting yarn. In this case, the internal space 
increases and air conductibility, Water conductibility, and 
light transrnittance can be preferably rnaintained. 

[0020] In addition, at least one of the front and back rnesh 
Webs may also be constructed in such a manner that; the 
stitch roW of every other Wale or every feW Wales are not 
connected by the connecting yarn at an entire course or an 
arbitrary positions of the course; so that the stitch roWs 
connected by the connecting yarn and the stitch roWs not 
connected by the connecting yarn are mixed. 

[0021] As mentioned above, by constructing the fabric 
Without passing the connecting yarn betWeen the stitch roWs 
of the inter-Web-Wise opposed Wales on the front and back 
sides, the amount of consumption of the yarn of mesh Web 
is Well balanced, thereby improving knitting property. 

[0022] In addition, light transrnittance, rnoisture perrne 
ability, air conductibility, and Water conductibility are 
improved, dimensional stability is not impaired, and eco 
nornical ef?ciency is ensured. 

[0023] Other aspect of invention-Wise three-dirnensional 
rnarquisette-like knitted fabrics cornprising: front and back 
rnesh Webs; and yarns forrning stitches on both of the mesh 
Webs and in same time being passed alternately betWeen the 
mesh Webs as to connect the mesh Webs, at least one of said 
rnesh Webs being knitted as a rnarquisette-like structure 
comprised of; stitch roWs of chain stitches; and inlay yarns 
knitting-Width-Wise inlayed rightWard and leftWard alter 
nately into the stitch roW. 

[0024] In this case as Well, as in the case mentioned above, 
the inlay yarns and/or the stitch roWs constituting said at 
least one of mesh Webs are knitting-Width-Wise shifted by at 
least one Wale, at the required course position in the knitting 
direction, as to form the rnarquisette-like structure. 

[0025] In the three-dimensional rnarquisette-like knitted 
fabric according to the present invention, dirnensional sta 
bility in the knitting and WidthWise directions is excellent; 
shape retainability is preferably maintained, and yarn of the 
respective rnesh Webs do not appear on the surface of the 


























